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ERRATA

References to ISCED Conf.Ref.1 on the following pages :

3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 15 and 38 should read : COM-74/ISCED/3.

Page 5. Footnote 1 refers to the first sentence of 15.

Page 35, § A19, line 11. add "independent" after "...
expected number of".

Page 40. The field of study of code 74 should read :

"Trade, craft and industrial, n.e.c."

?age 4C. In field of study of code 99 delete "not
definable by level"
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INTRODIJCTION

The importance of adult education

1. A growing recognition of the importance of adult education is

evident on all sides. The expansion of scientific research, the

knowledge explosion, the growth of world population, the accelerated rate

of change in human society and its environment resulting from new

technology, the dangers to the environment that many of these changes

threaten - all these mean that knowledge acquired by young people at

school and university tends to become inadequate to meet the changing

nature of life, work and environment that is encountered in adult life.

2. If those who have been exposed to school and university education

are insufficiently equipped for life in a changilg world, how much

less equipped are those who have lacked this exposure. In many developing

countries the population explosion hac outpaced the e:epansion of tLe

school system, so that a growing number, albeit a reducing percentage, of

the world's adult population is still illiterate. For them education and

training are vitally important, both for their own fulfilment and to

enable them to make a significant contribution to national development.

At the same time in industrialised countries, increasing wealth and

leisure arising from new technology lead to extensive demands for adult

education which will contribute to a more creative and satisfying life.

3. Finally, economic considerations suggest that the increasing

application of scarce resources to the educational system in countries

at all stages of development be based onanxamination of the relative

cost-effectiveness of expansion in the regular school and university

system as against expansion in facilities for education and training

for adults.

The need for adult education statistics

4. The increasing importance of adult education should be reflected in

integrated plans for life-long education as an element in national

development plans. Planning, however, is impossible without adequate

statistics. Educational statistics covering the regular school and
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university* system, even if imperfect, have been available for many

years in all countries and internationally. In the case of adult

education, however, little or no statistical information exists. This

is due, in large measure, to the variety of educational activities

undertaken by adults and young people out of school**, to the sporadic

nature of many such activities and still more to the diversity of

agencies, both governmental and private, which provide such educational

programmes.

5. The need for more adequate statistics of adult education is on

record in numerous reports resulting from national and international

enquiries and meetings. The Third Internation& Conference on Adult

Education sponsored by Unesco in Tokyo in August 1972 called attention to

"the absence of any methodology for listing the various forms of adult

education, and the urgent need for statistical data in order to work out

and to implement adult education plans".***

6. The Tokyo Conference proved to be the most important one ever held

on adult education. It was attended by delegates from 85 countries,

four organizations of the United Nations system and 37 international non-

governmental organizations. In replies to a questionnaire distributed at

this Conference, delegates from 67 countries indicated that their work would

benefit from having international statistics on Adult Education, and over

92 per cent of delegates welcomed the prospect of pilot tests for collecting

such statistics in their country. The Conference called on Member States

and Unesco to work together to develop a basis for the collection of

international statistics on adult education

In this context, "university" is taken to include education provided by
all institutions of higher education, e.g. junior colleges, teacher
training colleges, etc. as well as universities. See 6 56 for a definition
of 'rega!ar school and university education'.

4* The term 'adult education' is used throughout this document as synonymous
with 'out-of-school education'.

*** Unesco, Final Report of the Third International Conference on Adult
Education, Paris, 1972, Recommendation 14.



ISCED

7.
Since 1966, in response to the growing demand for more international

comparability in education statistics, the Office of Statistics of

Unesco, with the help of consultants and international meetings of experts,

has developed an International Standard Classifi on of Education

(ISCED), as an instrument for collecting and compLiing statistics of

education both within individual countries and internationally. "It

is intended that the classification will apply to data from both the

school and university systems and to the wide range of programmes of

organized education and training provided outside these systems."

8. "The decision to combine out-of-school education with the more

structured school and university systems and to include adult as

well as child education in a single classification system may complicate

the task of data collection, inasmuch as out-of-school and adult education

are provided by a multiplicity of agencies. It is, however, in harmony

with modern developments in educational policy and planning and with the

new concept of permanent education. It recognizes that education is

not an instructional 'package' provided to children and youg persons

in schools and universities, but is a continuing process providing

opportunities for enlarging experience, understanding and skill

throughout the life of the individual and responding to the changing

needs of society. In statistical tabulations, however, figures for

enrolment, etc., of children and young people in the regular school

and university programmes can be shown separately from information on

'adult education.'" **

9. In providing a common classification framework for in-school

and out-of-school education, ISCED will permit comparisons by

programme, field or level of study between two types of education that

up until now have been compared only in terms of total expenditures.

ISCED will also provide the much-needed definitional basis fot

identifying programmes, and the present document attempts to satisfy

the demand for an international definition of adult education.

Document ISCED Conf.Ref.1, introduction, § 6.

** Ibid, introduction, f 9.



10. will thus provide a framework for the collection and analysis

of statistics in adult education. But it is just a framework. The task

of establishing efficient statistical systems to accommodate adult education

within countries and on a world scale will still be formidable.

11.

It

Recognising these problems, tie Tokyo Conference recommended* that Unesco :

1. Sponsor systematic research with a view to defining the criteria for

classifying adult education activities ;

2. Invite Member States to support such research ;

3. Consider the possibility of an initial data-gathering project with

a view to setting up, after the necessary analyses, assessments and

adjustments have been carried out, a permanent system for the

gathering and processing of the statistical data on adult education,

which is essential at the evaluation and forecasting stages. "

Purpose of the present Pt:oposals,

12. This document is intended to help Member States undertaking preliminary

studies of the kind envisaged in the third point of the above recommenda-

tion, and eventually, after testing and modification, a standard operating

Manual for all countries will be issued. It suggests the type of organisation

required in a typical country, the need for existing statistical systems to be

adapted or new systems planned and how data should be collected and analysed.

13. Since the value of the national statistics will depend largely upon the

accuracy and completeness of the primary data provided by the adult

education agencies, detailed instructions and guidance will have to be given to

these agencies, together with standard quePcionnaires and instructions (suggested

as a convenient way of developing comparable procedures), examples of which are

attached to this document as Appendix I.

14. It should be underlined that these Proposals are to be regarded as part of

a continuing programme for the collection of international statistics on

adult education. They will he amended and improved progressively in the light

of experience gained in its application. In suggesting the application of ISCED

to the collection of adult education statistics, it should also be recognized

that IScEb itself is still a provisional system that is being tested and improved.

rho office of Statistics of Unesco would therefore be grateful to receive any

comments, criticisms rani

*-......

1

rneO, Final l'eport of the Third International Conference on Adult

Education, Recommendation 14. 9



suggestions for the amendment of ISCED and of these Proposals.

Adult Education

15. The term "adult education" as used here is synonymous with "out-of-school

education" and means organised programmes of education provided for the

benefit of and adapted to the needs of persons not in the regular school and

university system and generally fifteen or older. The application of the

above definition requires a clear statement of what is meant by 'education).

'Education', for the purposes of this programme, is "organised and sustained

instruction designed to communicate a combination of knowledge, skills and

understanding valuable for all the activities of life".**

16. This definition excludes "self-directed learning", "random learning"

and "learning from experience", because these involve no organised

communication - no teaching/learning relationship. ISCED also excludes

"activities which have no direct educational purpose or which are not planned

in systematic sequence ; for example, recreational activities, sport and tourism

with no direct educational purpose ; isolated events involving no sustained

educational activity, such as one or two public lectures, conferences or meetings;

entertainment ; information ; advertising programmes ; other social and

corporate activities, such as meetings of clubs and associations ar work camps

involving no explicit educational aim ; activities primarily concerned with the

production of goods and services".**

17. The spectrum of "adult education" baed upon ISCED thus excludes, at one

extreme, activities which do not involve a teaching/learning relationship

and hence are not regarded as "education" ; and at the other extreme "regular

school and university education".***

This definition is being used by other international and regional
organizations, for example the nErn.

*I< TY.ED Conf.14:E.1, 9 5.

!"?egular -4(.11001 and uniyersit,, courses may sometimes he attended by "adults"
llonp i t h .audents of "normal are". 1:here these courses are not planned for
rr adapt .qt to !he noods of adults, they should not he rfirded as "adult

Aim)" Ind the adults .lirdled will apfleat in statistics as students in
rt-i*ou I a r emir se, en 1 d le rent i ited "t:( re stu.1..nt ;Ma Vsed

10



Formal and Non-Formal Adult Education

18. Within this spectrum of adult education, a distinction between "formal"

and "non-formal" adult education is useful for statistical collection

and analysis. Education is considered to be "formal" if persons are registered

or at least enrolled as students in an eaucational programme. "Enrolment" is

intended to mean that a person identifies himself as wishing to follow a

particular educational programme and is accepted as a student. "Registration"

is intended to mean that the student's name and other particulars are written

in a register which is often used to record attendances or fee payments. Other

distinguishing factors which may help to clarify borderline cases are indicated

in Table 1, but if there is no registration or enrolment, the activity should be

considered as "non-formal".

19. "Formal" and "non-formal" adult education generally exist side by side

in the same country. Indeed, a single educational agency or establishment

may provide both types. A Ministry of Agriculture may, for example, organise

"formal" courses of training in which farmers are enrolled to follow an

established programme. The same Ministry may have an extension service which

communicates information, knowledge and skill to farmers. This latter would be

classified as "non-formal" education because the farmers are not enrolled. The

information and advice communicated is not based on an established curriculum,

but on the immediate needs and problems of the clients. It is regarded as

"education" even if called an "advisory service", because there is a teaching/

learning relationship between the providing agency and the beneficiaries.

Similarly, a broadcasting agency may transmit an educational programme by radio

or television for which students are enrolled and another for which they are not.

Both may have planned curricula, but the first would be regarded as "formal",

the second as "non-formal". This does not necessarily mean that those who earn

or acquire information, knowledge or skills are called or consider themselves

"students" - they may be thought of rather as "clients" or "target audiences".

Equally, those impart the information need nut ht called "teachers", but,

for xarpl, "instructors", "extension workers", "demonst,-dtors", "animateurs",

or "( rnunity development workers".



20. It should be obvious from these examples that "formal" education is not

a synonym for "school and university" education, nor is "non-formal" a

synonym for "out-of-school" and "adult education". All school and university

education is essentially "formal", in the sense that students are enrolled.

Adult education, however, can be "formal" or "non-formal". The distinction is

not a sharp one, but needs to be made for statistical purposes. In particular,

the types of data obtainable differ ; for example, by definition, statistics

of student enrolment are unobtainable in the "non-formal" field.

21. In view of these inherent differences the development of statistics on

adult education is being planned in two phases. Phase I will concentrate

on formal adult education and is covered by these Proposals which are currently

being field-tested in various countries which have volunteered for such an

exercise. Phase II will deal with non-formal adult education, and appropriate

Proposals will be prepared in due course.

12
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ISCED APPLIED TO ADULT EDUCATION
.11111111011111.111=111M.11=11.

The ISCED system*

22. ISCED has been designed to accommodate Adult education along with regular

school and university education in a single framework. It will thus make

possible a more complete and integrated statistical presentation of the total

educational provision in particular countries and eventually in the world as a

whole. The ISCED document is essentially a dictionary of educational programmes.

Each programme has a code number, a short title and a definition. Definitions

are provided to assist users of the ISCED system in interpreting the titles

which are inevitably somewhat cryptic. The code number for each programme of

study consists o: five digits.

Levels (digit 1)

23. The first digit (reading from left to right) identifies the level, which

as the term implies, distinguishes the broad steps of educational progression

from the very elementary to the most advanced. Provision has also been made

for programmes which cannot be defined by level, and some formal adult education

will fall into this category. The codes for level are as follows :

0 Education preceding the first level**

1 Education at the first level

2 Education at the second level, first stage

3 Education at the second level, second stage

5 Education at the third level, first stage, of the type that leads to

an award not equivalent to a first university degree

6 Education at the third level, first stage, of the type that leads

to a first university degree or equivalent

7 Education at the third level, second stage, of the type that leads

to a postgraduate university degree or equivzlent

9 Education not definable by level

These levels are defined in the Introduction of the ISCED document, § 13-20.

This section should preferably be studied in conjunction with the document
ISCED Conf.Pef.1, July 1974, available from the Office of Statistics, Unesco.

** Not appli.,Able to adult education. 13



24. It should be possible to identify the levels of most of the programmes and

courses given in formal adult education. This will not be done by

reference to the age of students but by reference to the prior educational

experience explicitly or implicitly required by the student fo follow the

programme. In certain cases this will be explicitly required for enrolment :

e.g. "In order to follow this course students should have secondary education

with (a) or (b) certificates in (x) and (y) subjects" (Levels 5 or 6), or

"Students should be graduates in (x) or (y)" (Level 7). In other cases programmes

or courses can be compared in difficulty or actual content to corresponding

programmes in the schools or universities. Or again the adult education organisers

or teachers can assess what sort of prior educational experience students would

be expected to have, even though this is not explicitly stated in the prospectus

or required for registration. Where it proves impossible to determine the level

of a programme by means such as these, it will be assigned to category 9

"education not definable by level".

'Fields' (digits 2 and 3)

25. Digits 2 and 3 identify the field of study. The code for each field

remains the same at all levels. Thus, code 62 will mean "Agriculture,

forestry and fisheries" at levels 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9. Of course some fields

do not exist at every level, e.g. law and jurisprudence programmes are not found

at levels 2 or 3 whilst literacy programmes occur only at level 1. The field

codes are listed below and definitions for combinations of level and field

can be found in the main section of ISCED Conf.Ref.l.

01 General

04 Elementary education with some vocational emphasis

08 Literacy

14 Education (teacher training)

18 Fine and applied arts

22 Humanities

14
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26 Religion and theology

30 Social and behavioural sciences

34 Commerce and business administration

38 Law and jurisprudence

42 Natural sciences

48 Mathematics and computer science

50 Medicine and para-medicine

54 Engineering

58 Architecture and town planning

62 Agriculture, forestry and fishery

66 Home economics (domestic science)

70 Transport and communication

74 Trade, craft and industrial, not elsewhere classified

78 Service trades

80 Special education for the handicapped

99 Other

26. It is assumed that all programmes of adult education whether formal

or non-formal, will be identifiable as falling within one of the

fields listed. Some may perhaps overlap two or even more, in which case

entries should be allocated to what appears to be the most important field.

Programmes (digits 4 and 5)

27. Digits 4 and 5 identify programmes within the various levels and

fields. Programmes are defined as courses or groups of courses

that are related in terms of subject-matter content. The ISCED document*

has codes for some four hundred programmes. Although it might be ideal

to use this full range of codes to classify adult education programmes,

in practice it may be too elaborate, at least in the initial stages.

Appendix II contains an abbreviated list of field and programme codes,

but each country is advised to compare it with the full list in

ISCED Conf.Ref.l and to make appropriate changer in view of its national

requirements and conditions.

ISCED Conf.Ref.l. 15



STATISTICAL SERVICE FOR ADULT EDUCATION

National Organisation

28. The responsibility for collecting and compiling statistics on adult

education should be vested in a competent central organisation. In some

countries, where adult education statistics are already collected, an adult

education statistical unit may exist. Where comprehensive statistics have not

been collected previously in this field, and the government accepts the

necessity of doing so, the first step will be to set up a new unit or to invest

responsibility in an existing organisation. This may be the Central Statistical

Authority, the statistical office of the Ministry of Education or seine other

appropriate Ministry, although it must be remembered that in many countries

adult education does not fall within the responsibility of any single Ministry.

Other possibilities are non-governmental organisations, national adult education

associations, or adult education institutes or departments within the university

system.

29. The successful establishment and operation of an adult education statis-

tical service will depend on securing the willing collaboration of adult

education agencies and those who serve them. It may be useful from the outset

to invite them to be represented on an advisory working group together with

key personnel of the national statistical services and other relevant specialists.

30. Where there is already an established system for collecting adult

education statistics it will be for the national unit to decide how far

this needs to be modified always bearing in mind the need for each country

to provide for those additional data-elements which may be required for national

purposes.

31. The schedule of activities of the national unit responsible for adult

education statistics might appropriately he defined as follows :

a) to study the present Proposals and accompanying documents, and in

particular ISCED, and to determine how they can be applied within the

country ;
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b) to make a survey of agencies providing adult education ;

c) to design a collection scheme ;

d) to collect and process the data ;

e) to arrange for the analysis and publication of the data.

32. In larger countries, and especially those operating under a federal

system, many of these functions will have to be decentralised to regional,

state or provincial government or other agencies.

Initial Study and Planning

33. The first task of the national unit will be to undertake a careful study

of these Proposals and ISCED. The aims of such a study of these documents

might be :

a) to consider their applicability, nationally and locally, to the task

of collecting and analysing adult education statistics :

b) to consider any changes and amendments required in the proposed

procedures, forms and instructions ;

c) to communicate to the Unesco Office of Statistics any comments,

criticisms or proposed amendments to the Appendices or to ISCED,

including any proposed changes in the existing procedures.

A Survey of Adult Education Agencies

34. The second task for the national unit, working where appropriate through

authorised regional units, will be to carry out a nationwide survey of

agencies providing adult education of all kinds. The aims of this survey should

be :

a) to draw up a complete register, directory or "map" of adult education

agencies ;

b) to identify those agencies which could and should supply relevant data.

35. Some countries already possess information, for example in reports,

dictories or year books, which may make a survey unnecessary or at least

lighten the task. Where such information is not available or not sufficient, the

task cf locating agencies may be considerable. It may be possible to use the

press, ra;c1 end ono)* media of mass communication to assist in contacting the

agencies.

17
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36. The survey should contain the following elements :

a) a statement of the aim of the survey and the use to which it will

eventually be put in improving adult education statistics ;

b) a definition in broad and simple terms of "adult education" - the

field to be covered ;*

c) a request to all agencies working in this field to respond with

appropriate information ;

d) the nature of the information sought, particularly :

(i) the address of their central office ;

(ii) an indication of the magnitude of their operation in terms,

for example, of their total budget, staff employed, geographical

area covered ;

(iii) whether they keep any statistical records and if so whether

they publish any statistical data ;

(iv) whether they could, with appropriate guidance, introduce

modifications in their system of recording and reporting.

37. In addition to the use of mass media, this initial enquiry should

obviously be addressed directly to all government ministries, central and

local education authorities and establishments, and non-governmental organisations

assumed to have educational aims.

38. This initial survey and the production of a working Register of Adult

Education Agencies might take anything from a few months to more than a

year, depending upon the strength of the organisation available, the size of the

country, the extent and diversity of adult education and the amount and quality

of information available about it. It will be an important function of the

national statistical unit to keep the Register up-to-date and to prepare and

revise a mailing list of agencies able and willing to supply data.

Collection of nate

39. The Register and mailing list will be used to distribute questionnaires

to the appropriate agencies. Sore procedures are suggested in Appendix I.

All agencies providing formal types of education should be convinced of the

importance of registering enrolled students and keeping attendance registers

for the classes and courses.

Appendix I, paragraphs A3 to A89contains a definition which may be useful.
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Where records an. already kept, they may have to be modified or improved and

where they are n..t kept, a system will have to be set up. Either of these steps

may cost the adult education agency additional staff-time and the application

of some 'know-hot'. The suggestion is made that in the initial stges of

developing a national system for adult education statistics, the national

statistical unit might allot a small proportion of its staff and budget to

providing an advisory service, whose aim would be to explain the importance

of complete and accurate statistics and the national system for providing

these, to indicate the international significance of this service, and above

all to improve record keeping.

40. These Proposals are drafted on the assumption that they will have to be

used by a variety of adult education agencies. Some will be government

departments or services, for example Ministry of Education departments of adult

or further education, the Ministry of Health or the National Employment Service.

Some will be communal education authorities with varying degrees of autonomy.

Some will be educational institutions, like universities, providing extra-mural

courses in their neighbourhood, or non-governmental organisations with national

or local headquarters, local establishments such as People's or Worker's

Universities, or Folk High Schools.

41. The national statistical unit will frequently send its request to "parent"

agencies, who, in turn, will have to obtain primary programme data from

their branches or other units. Sometimes, however, the request will have to he

sent to an agency which is "self-contained" and not decentralised, for example

an independent national or local adult education establishment with no "parent"

body ; or a national broadcasting service, or correspondence college, which is

providing its own educational service direct to its clients. The same question-

naires (Form A) are proposed for the use of both "parent" and "self-contained"

agencies. Information already collected by a "parent" agency may be sufficient

to enable it to complete Form A. If not, it should he asked :

a) to send copies of Form A to its local units ;

h) to verify and correct them when returned ;

c) to ensure that the cod( numbers for Level, Field and Programme

correspond to the list in Appendix II ;

d) in certain cases to summarise the numerical data ;

e) to add any data which may only be available centrally ;

f) to return the completed Agency Forms to the national statistical unit.

'9
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A "self-contained" agency should be asked to complete Form A and to send

the completed Form directly to the national statistical unit.

42. Formal adult education is provided by a wide variety of agencies and

institutions and it may he necessary for practical reasons, at least

in the initial stages, to limit the collection of data about some of them.

In particular, it may take some time to extend coverage to all formal adult

education provided by the armed forces and by private industry for their

own personnel. Any significant omissions in the coverage of national

summary statistics should be indicated. maay adult education programmes

are of quite s'Iort duration and national statistical offices may find it

necessary initially to limit data collection to programmes requiring a

certain minimum number of hours of study time. If such a limit has been

applied, then statistical offices should indicate the starting point when

reporting their national statistics. It is hoped that no starting point

will be greater than twenty hours of study.

43. The suggested questionnaire and instructions for Adult Education Agencies

(Appendix I) have been drafted with the following considerations in mind :

- that copies of ISCED Conf.Pef.l will not he available to all the

agencies which are actually providing adult education and whose staff

will be responsible for collecting and submitting the primary data ;

- that it is therefore necessary to recer to its existence and to

emphasize the importance of coding statistical returns within the

ISCEI) framework by adhering to a selective list of appropriate

codes such as that suggested in Appendix II ;

- that the responsibility for checking, verifying and completing

returns and reconciling them with the complete ISrF.D concept will

rest with the national statistical unit.

Processing of Completed Forms to produce a national summary

44. The next operation will be to collate the completed returns in order to

make a national summary. A visual check of each form will have to be

made to ensure that data are complete, legible and prima facie accurate.

Appendix.I suggests that reporting agencies precode programmes using ISCFA)

classifications. There will no doubt he some programmes still needing to be

coded, and it is a prerequisite to summarization that all programmes should be

thus codd. It may be possible to delegate to the administrative staff of

sizeable parent adult education authorities the task of verifying, correcting

and summarizing forms received from their operg units.
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The forms can be summarized manually or by computer. All countries will be following

the same procedure for summarization, so the computer systems and programmes could be

shared between countries.

Summarization of Form A returns*

45. When the completed forms have been received and checked for legibility,

completeness and consistency, they should be sorted into groups according to

the principal mode of education reported in box (9). Each of the groups should then

be summarized separately on a blank copy of Form A in the following manner :

- Check box (9) to indicate which group is being summarized.

- Add the contents of boxes (10) to (17) and transfer these totals to the

national summary sheet.

- In columns (1), (2) and (3) of the national summary sheet list all

different programmes (combinations of (1), (2) and (3)) that have been

reported.

Enter the sum of columns (6), (7) and (8) for each propramme.

- For each programme, calculate a waiphted average of the expected number

of contact and independent study hours (cols. (4) and (5)) according to

the following formulae :

(4
1
x6

1
) (4

2
x6

2
) ... (4

n
x6

n
)

Col. (4) (National summary) =

Col. (5) (National summary)

E6

(5
1
x6

1
) + (5

2
x6

2
) ... (5

n
x6

n
)

E6

46. For example, if three literacy courses have been reported, and the figures

are as follows :

Column Numbers

1 2 3 4 5 6

Literacy
Course 1

Literacy
Course 2

Literacy
Course 3

1

1

08

08

08

11

11

11

100

150

400

50

OMR

11110

2,000

50

950

21.
This section should be studied in conjunction with Appendix I.
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then the national return would be :

Col. (4) (National summary) = (100x2 000', + (150x50) + (400x950)

2,000 + 50 + 950

= 195.8 or 1)6 (rounded)

Col. (5) (National summary) = (50x2,000) + (0x50) + (0)050)

2,000 + 50 + 950

= 33.3 or 33 (rounded)

47. Preparation of the Annual National Summary will he easier if

consultation and collaboration with the Agencies is well-established.

Where mechanical or electronic data processing equipment is available

centrally or locally it could be used. Summarized data of these reports

will be sent to Unesco and will be published in several world statistical

tables. It will also provide a starting point for in-depth research and

planning at national and regional levels.

22
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN THESE
PROPOSALS

Introduction

48. The following definitions are suggested for some terms used in these

Proposals. Like the Proposals themselves, they should be regarded not

as definitive texts but as working drafts to be tested, amended and improved.

The terms are not listed in alphabetical oraer. Instead, by a process of

synthesis, an attempt is made to build up a definition of Education from

the two principal elements - Communication and Learning. Several categories

of Education are then covered in paragraphs 52 to 59 and in paragraph 60 a

detailed definition of Adult Education is evolved.

49. HUMAN COMMUNICATION = a relationship between two more persons

involving the transfer of information ("messages") by the transmission

of stimuli ("signals") and the evocation of responses.

Or more simply =

the transfer of information ("messages") from one person to another

or others.

Note : Communication may be "direct"/ "fate-to-face" or "indirect"!

"distant" and may involve a wide variety of channels and media.

50. LEARNING = any change in behaviour, information, knowledge, understanding,

attitudes, skill or capability which can he retained and cannot be

ascribed to physical growth or to the development of inherited

(instinctive) behaviour patterns.

Note : Learning is generally brought about by response to stimuli

from the environment (including other human beings), but may

result from internal processes, either thinking, imagination

and memory (e.g. creative thought leading to deeper under-

standing) or the development of sensory motor circuits in the

nervous system (e.p. learning to ride a bicycle).
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51. EDUCATION = organised communication designed to bring about learning.

Note 1 : "Organised" here means : - planned in a pattern or sequence

with explicit or implicit aims. It involves an educational/

providing agency which organises the learning situation or

teachers who direct the communication.

Note 2 : The distinction between education and other forms of learning

is held to depend upon the existence or non-existence of

human communication, i.e. teaching-learning. This is etymolo-

gically sound : e-ducare (lat.) implies the existence of a

'leader' and followers.

52. FORMAL EDUCATION = education for which any of the learners is enrolled

or registered for a particular educational programme.

53. NON-FORMAL EDUCATION = education for hich none of the learners is

enrolled or registered.

Note 1 : For the purpose of these Proposals enrolment or registration

is considered to be the distinguishing feature between

"formal" and "non-formal" education. Other characteristics

of both types are listed in Table 1 attached.

Note 2 ENROLMENT = the act of identifying oneself as wishing to

follow a particular educational programme and being accepted

as a student.

Note 3 REGISTRATION = enrolment followed by the recording of the

student's name and other particulars in a register, which is

often used to record attendances or submission of written

material.

Note 4 : "Informal" methods or activities are increasingly used in

"formal" education programmes. Hence the term "formal

education" is defined above without reference to "methods"

as a determining factor. "Formal" education, as thus defined,

does not become "non-formal" simply because "informal" methods

are used.

24
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54. SELF-DIRECrED LEARNING = learning organised by the learner in which no

educational agency nr teacher is consciously involved.

Note 1 : "Self - directed' learners may seek information/stimula through

channels and media selected by themselves (e.g. books, films,

sound recordings). They are never enrolled in groups for the

purpose of learning (e.g. classes), though they may meet

together.

Note 2 : Students ea rolled in correspondence, television or radio

courses do not fall into this category, even though they

pursue these studies on their own. See § 52 and § 58.

Note 3 : The term "self education", though often used, is not

logically applicable. This form of learning is not regarded

as "education".

55. RANDOM LEARNING = learning from stimuli in the environment (e.g.

experiences and acts of random or socially-determined communication) that

are not purposefully organised by an educational providing agency or

teacher or by the learner.

Note : This also is not regarded as "education".

56. REGULAR SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY EDUCATION = the regular progression or

"ladder" of formal education followed by children and young people,

generally beginning at about 5-7 years of age (sometimes earlier in

pre-school education) and completed by those who continue through higher

education in a university or other institution of higher learning.

Note : Regular school and university courses may sometimes be

attended by "adults" along with students of "normal age".

Where these courses are not planned for, or adapted to the

needs of adults, they should not be regarded as "adult

education" and the adults enrolled will appear in statistics

as students in the regular courses, only differentiated where

srudent age is analysed.

ADUT EIfl (orT-OF-SCHOOL EDUCATION) = education provided for the

benefit and adapted to the needs of persons not in the regular school

and university system and generally fifteen or older.

Note 1 : The definition above describes a recognizable category

of education and distinguishes it from the previous category

(§ 56). However the term 'adult education' is illogical and
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unsatisfactory, since it refers essentially to the age of

students without stipulating which age.

For census purposes (e.g. in recording adult illiteracy) an

'adult' is generally considered to be 15 years or over. If,

however, this age were the distinguishing criterion, all

'university education' and much 'school education' would he

included in 'adult education'. The problem that arises in

distinguishing 'regular school and university education' from

'adult education' might seem to he better solved by contrasting

it with 'out-of-school education' (assuming that 'school' includes

'college' and 'university'). The term is, however, cumbersome

in English (French : 'extra-scolaire' is perhaps better) and

still not wholly logical, because quite a lot of 'adult education'

takes place in schools. Since no new term suggests itself,

'adult education' is used as a synonym for 'out-of-school

education'to describe education outside the regular school and

university system.

Note 2 : REGULAR. The word 'regular' implies the continuous 'end-on'T .
progression regularly followed. Thus programres designed for

students older than normal age (e.g. 'post-experience' university

courses) should be classified as 'adult education'. This does not

mean, however, that 'regular school and university education'

which is designed for students of normal ase becomes 'adult

education' because older 'adults' enrol in it. This leads,

nevertheless, to the apparently anomalous conclusion that the

education of adults is not always the same as 'adult education'

and it may he important to identify such apparent anomalies, for

example, by obtaining statistics of the number of students above

normal age in school, college and university courses. Again, the

fact that children (especially where there is a shortage of

schools) may be found participating with adults (e.g. in a

literacy programme) should not mean that the programme ceases

to he described as 'adult education'.

Note i : The definition above includes both formal and non-formal011

adult education (S ig and 59 below).

26
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58. FORMAL ADULT EDUCATION = adult education for any of the learners who

enrolled or registered for a particular educational programme.

Note : The use of ISCED for statistical purposes demands the

division of formal adult education into programmes definable

into various levels (by reference to prior education required)

and those not definable by level (for which no requirement for

any particular prior educational experience is expressed or

implied).

59. NON-FORMAL ADULT EDUCATION = adult education for whith none of the learnerr

is enrolled or reoisterPd.

Note : All of this is regarded as not definable by Level.

Conclusion

60. The system of definition used here enables detailed and self-sufficient

definitions of any of the terms from paragraphs 51 to 59 to be built up,

by including any of the component definitions from previous paragraphs. Thus a

full definition of :

ADULT EDUCATION = communication planned in a pattern or sequence with

explicit or implicit aims, involving the transfer of information and

designed to bring about learning (i.e. changes in behaviour, knowledge,

understanding, attitudes, skills or capability) provided for the benefit

and adapted to the needs of persons not in the regular school and

university system and generally fifteen or older.
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TABLE1. TUE TOTAL SPECTRUM OF HUMAN LEARNING
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++,4+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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INCLUDEu IN ISCED

Regular School and Universit',

ISCED levels 0-7

Adult Education

ISCED levels 1-7
t

ISCED level 9

1. Programmes,

FORMAL

Regular school and university

programmes

FORMAL

Programmes, adapted for adults,

which reouire a minimum prior

education

FORMAL

Programmes, adapted for adults,

which reauire no minimum prior

education

2. Students Students whose age generally

corresponds to the level of the

programme ("normal age") although

'over-age students may also be

enrolled

Adults Adults

3. Level o. Programmes definable by level according to minimum prior

educational experience required

Prog-ammes not definable by level

since no minimum prior educational

experience required
Procrammes

4. Type of Formal School and University

Education (in.luding private

institutions regarded as part

or the 'system')

--------
Formal Adult Education

(related to but outside the (not related to the 'system')

'system')

education

5. Enrolment Enrolled according to age Enrolled according to prior educe-

tional experience

Enrolled but not according to

prior educational experience

6. Curriculum Generally oriented tovads examina-

nations and certificates. Not espe-

cially adapted or adults

Often oriented towards examinations

and certificates. Generally adap-

ted for adults,

Seldom oriented towards examinations

and certificates. Adapted for

adults

7. Content Generally extensive and intensive Sometimes less extensive and less

intensive

Generally less eoensive and less

intensive

8. Duration & Generally full-time and o' long

duration

Often part-time and sometimes

of shorter duration

Generally part -tine and of shorter

durationrontuinit

9. Location In egula schools and universities Sometimes it school and university .uildings. Often in special adult

education institutions 0r in homes work-Plat.es etc.

t0. Aims Generally the acadisition of knowledge, understanding and skills. Predost- Occupational, leisue, cultural,

social or civic aimsnantly di.tated by voiding agency and

foundation 'or 'u -then studies, or to

teachers. Intended to lay a

complete previous studies.

Often 'remedial', 'upgrading' or

'continuing'

1 Methods :eaching methods adapted .o. student

of no.mal ape

Tea;.hing methods spe.ially adapted for adults

t ?, Teaching Tea:he's generally 'ull -time

professionals

Teaches sometimes full-time pofessionals; often part -time

Staff

13. poviding ()4ten Ministry of (du ation; some-

times other ministries; universities

Ministry o' Education; other ministries; Universities; Industries;

MO's, etc.Actency

4. Statistics Pegular s hool .1nd universi::

statistics

formal Adult Education statistics (as proposed by this document)

i
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EXCLUDED FROM ISCED
.

Adult Education
.

1.

NON-FORMAL

Programmes for adults

SELF - DIRECTED LEARNING

Programmes made by learners

RANDOM LEARNING

Learning experiences,

not educational

programmes

2. Adults Anyone Everyone

3. Programmes not definable by level since no minimum

prior educational experience required

Programmes may or may not be deli-

nable by level

No programmes

4. Non-Formal Adult Education (Extension, etc.) Activities regarded as not education but either conscious

or unconsLious learning

.

5.

...

Never moiled; sometimes meeting in groups, but

generally according to common interest rather than

aged never in classes

,

None None

6. N,;ne prescribed. May be developed by the learner or

the group

N.,,ne or learner.determined None

7. Generally probles.oriented, often situational (local) Unlimited choice Random

B. Duration seldom stipulated ;according to needprogras-

me ".en intermittent and non-sequential

learner - determined

.-

Random

9. Acti.,ties located by convenience; e.g. in work-place,

hose, open air

Any here Everywhere

10. Often 'behavioural' in terms of practices or new

behaviour patterns; often determined by 'agreement'

between providing agency/teachers and 'clients'

Personal, often in terms of rewards,

fulfilment ; determined by learner

None

11. Teaching methods specially adapted tor adults Methods adapted by the individual to

his needs and preferences

Random

12. Statf : extension workers, inst'uctors, demonstrators

often not professional/full-time 'teachers'

Nine None

13. Rarely Ministry of Education; often other ministries;

Industries; NGOts, etc.

None consciously involved None

14, Non - normal Adult Eduction ' ttistics. Proposals

to be prepared

to be collected by 'individualized'

questionnaires and/or personal

interviews

Socio-cultural

indicators

30
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A2. In reading these notes please bear in mind that they are addressed to

many governmental and non-governmental agencies, some of which will be

Parent agencies, operating very large mixed programmes and some of which will

be self-contained Agencies, having only one national or local centre. The form

discussed later and the instructions relating to it have been set out to help

agencies that have not, until now, attempted to collect statistics in a

regular way. If you already have a system for collecting adult education

statistics that is not quite the same as the one proposed here, it may he

possible to provide the required information without having to change your

system.

Adult Education defined

A3. The term "adult education" means the same as "out-of-school education"

and covers all organised educational activities provided for people who

are not in the regular school and university system and who are generally

fifteen or older. The "regular school and university system" provides a

"ladder" by which children and young people may progress from primary schools

through universities. It is designed and intended for children and young people,

generally beginning at age five to seven up to the early twenties.

A4. Programmes covering the same subject matter as given in the "regular

school and university system" are also found in adult education (adult

literacy programmes ; secondary and post-secondary programmes intended for

persons who are older than the children and young people in corresponding levels

of regular school and university). These adult education programmes are often

carried on in school and university premises, and may he sponsored by the same

educational authorities.

AS. Adult education will also include a range of programmes which may not be

called "education , but perhaps "training", "extension", or "community

development". Provided they are educational, in the sense that teachers,

instructors or extension workers communicate knowledge, understanding, attitudes

or skills to adult "students" or "clients" or "target audiences", they should

he regarded as "adult education". However, activities which have no direct

educational purpose or involve no sort of teacher/learner relationship, for

example, recreational activities, sport or tourism without an educational

purpose, conferences or meetings, entertainment, advertising programmes or

workcamps with no explicit educational should not he included.
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONNAIRE AND INSTRUCTIONS

The purpose of this appendix is to suggest the

type of questionnaire and instructions that

national statistical offices might wish to send

to the parent agencies which organize programmes

of formal adult education. It is expected that

the national statistical office will adapt this

appendix to its own needs and to thq prevailing

conditions in the country. Terms such as "edu-

cation at the second level : first stage "may

not be well understood, and it may be preferable

to use the more common national equivalents,

such as "preparatory level" or "middle school",

etc.

Certain columns in Form A can be subdivided for

additional detail, and then aggregated at a later

stage for reporting international summary

statistics.

Introduction

Al. Member States of Unesco are taking steps to obtain information about

the provision made for adult education within their country. In most

countries this information has to he obtained from many agencies and institutions

in a form that will make it possible to prepare a consolidated national report

and to compare information from different countries. It is hoped that the

information can be linked with that about school and university education. To

make this more possible, Unesco has published an International Standard Classi-

fication of Education (ISCED).
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A6. It is necessary eventually to obtain statistics of two kinds of adult

education which can be described as "FORMAL" and "NON-FORMAL", but the

present phase of this exercise will be limited to formal adult education.

Formal Adult Education

A7. Adult education is regarded as "formal" if students are enrolled or

registered. It may be provided in three main ways or by a combination

of them, viz. :

a) classes or groups in which people enrol for fixed periods for study

of ...)r discussion of an agreed field of study with a teacher or leader;

b) use by registered students of Radio or TV programmes designed and

transmitted as educational series ; and

c) enrolment ill correspondence courses.

A8. In formal adult education, therefore, it should be possible, if adequate

records and registers are kept, to count the numbers of people enrolled

for different courses and for different lengths of time. Paragraphs A10 to A22

explain how this might be done. Form A (see overleaf) has been designed for

reporting data on formal adult education.

Non-Formal Adult Education

A9. Any educational work with adults who are not enrolled in formal groups

or registered as listeners, viewers or correspondence students should

be regarded as "nor-formal". This part of adult education is not treated here,

but it is hoped that the current exercise will be extended at a later stage

to cover non-formal adult education.
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REPUBLIC or YYZ

CENTRAL STATISTICAL OFFICE

Formal Adult Education Prorrammes for the Calendar Year 15..

Form completed by :

Name of Agency

PART I : Programme data

Type of
Programme

Expected Number
of Study Hours
Per Student

19.. Enrolment
by Programmegmme Averagt. attendance

or participation
for each Progrm r.4-

in 19..

Level

Field
of

Studv

Pro-
r. rinstruc-

(gramme

1
hours
of

tion

hours of
inde-
pendent
study

Total

mr

of which

F

1 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 __ ._____

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

PART IT : Financial data

nrincipal Mode
of Education

(check. one)

Residential

.
courses
Class /study

group
Corres.

...-

TVAV

Multi-media
Other

Total
Teaching

Staff
10

Total Number
of classroom,
teaching, or
broadcast
hours

11

Total Operating Income From :
......

Student
Fees

Non-1;overnmertal
N.,t:onal & Local

Sources

National, Local
and regional
Government

National
Government

Sources only

International
and Foreipn

Sources

.

Total operatinp
Income "run. All

ScrIrces

12 13 14 15 16 17

3.1
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General notes

A10. Form A (see previous page) is a record sheet to be sent to self-contained

units as well as to Parent Agencies. Self-contained Agencies will complete

a single copy of Form A and return it to the Central Statistical Office. Parent

Agencies will distribute one form to each of their local units, collect the

replies, add their own data and then return the forms to the Central Statistical

Office.

All. The formal adult education programmes to be reported are those which :

a) involve some sort of teaching /learning relationship

and the communication of knowledge, understanding,

attitudes or skills.

b) are intended and adapted for adults not in the

regular school and university system.

c) require registration or enrolment.

d) were held during 19.., or the 12 month

administrative year which ended in 19..

(whichever is appropriate)

This means they

are

education.

This means they

adult

education.

This means they

are formal.

This is a

statistical

limitation.

What is "Coding"

Al2. Coding is a way of sorting out information by allotting the same

numbers to common parts of the information which would otherwise be

described in words. If the information sent to the national adult statistical

authority is accurate and properly coded it will help it :

- :o build up a complete and accuratr statistical picture of adult

education in the country ;

- to relate the statistics of adult education to the classification of

regular school and university education usin the ISCED classification

system mentioned at the beginning of this document, and therefore

- to allow for the provision of fuller and more accurate statistics of

education of all kinds throughout the world.
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A13. ISCED provides a classification system which divides education into

'Levels', 'Fields of Study' and 'Programmes'. Using ISCED, any programme

of "Formal" Adult Education could be classified as relating to :

- one of six '.v1.As (or as not definable by Level) ;

- one of twenty-two Fields ;

- one of some five hundred Programmes.

A14. The full code consists of five digits. Starting from the left :

- the first digit represents the Level ;

the second and third digits represent the Field ;

- the fourth and fifth digits represent the Prosramme.

Coding f-r Level - Column 1 of Form A

A15. The Code Numbers for the Levels and how to select them for entry on

Form A are shown below. If an adult education programme is comparable

to one in tha regular school and university system, enter in Col. 1 the code

number for the appropriate level shown below. If no particular previous

education is required for enrolment enter '9' in Col. 1, meaning 'Not definable

by educational level'.

A16. The following list briefly defines the levels of Regular School and

rniversity Education (RSU) and indicates corresponding types of adult

education (AE).
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Code Numbers
for (level'

AE - offered by correspondence institutions, by

the 'Open University' and equivalents and

by extension and adult programme departments

of normal universities.

Education at the third level : second stage, of the type

that leads to a post-graduate university degree or

ecuivalent

RSU - includes all education beyong level 6.

AE - programmes offered by rare institutions catering

specifically for adults at this level. Also high-

level post-experience courses, broadcast courses,

etc. provided for specialists - usually e-aduates.

Education not definable by level

RSU - None

AE - the many programmes in formal adult education that

do not specify or imply pre-requisite standards of

education for enrolment and are not directed towards

progression from one educational level to another.

7

9

All. In applying ISCED to adult educrtion the first requirement is to

classify it by Level. It is intended that this should he done

through association with the 'core' of school and university programmes.

Even when an adult education programme is not identical or very similar in

its content to any programme in the 'core', it may still be identified

as requiring, explicitly or implicitly, a similar minimum of prior

educational experience for admission. By this means it is hoped that much

adult education will be classifiable by levels. only if a programme is such

that no minimum eaucational prerequisite can be determined will it be placed

in category 9 - 'not definable by lever.

rod ins,. for Ili 1.1 of Study and Prfirramric l! . 2 and of l'ortt

ft. The Ii!-t of code Number.- apilicabl, tc adult oduoation f(r Holds and

Pr();,tanmes i q pi von in Aprendix 11 to till, locumtnt.

3S
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Code Numbers
for rlevel'

Education at the first level

RSV - usually begins age 5 to 7 and lasts for

about 5 years.

AE - literacy programmes and some vocational

programmes designed for illiterate adults.

Also post-literacy programmes (e.g. grades 4 and 5).

Education at the second level : first state

RSV - begins at about age 10 - 12 and lasts

for about 3 years.

AE - remedial programmes for early school

leavers and elementary vocational

programmes.

Education at the second level : second stage

RSV - begins at about age 13 - 15 and lasts

for about 4 years.

AE programmes offering opportunities for

mature people to obtain prerequisite

certificates, or exemption from them for

employment or admission to higher level

academic or professional education.

Education at the third level : first stage, of the type

that leads to an award not equivalent to a first

university de Free

RSV - begins at about are 17 19 and lasts

for about 3 years.

AE a very large and important variety of

vocational and technical refresher and

sandwich courses and courses for teaching,

social work and similar "roles".

Education at the third level : first stage, of the type

that leads to a first universi degree or equivalent

RSV - also begins at about age 17 - 19 and lasts

for about 4 years.

37
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- Enter in Column 2 the appropriate Code Number from the list in

Appendix II, for the main field of study covered by the programme. If it

appears to involve more than one Field, choose the one which seems most

important.

- If a Programme sub-division of the Field is shown in the list,

enter the appro2riate Code Number in Col. 3. If there is no Programme

sub-division enter '00' in Column 3.

Columns 4 to 8 of Form A

A19. - Enter for each programme identified in Columns 1

to 3 the number of study hours that students were

expected to complete durinp the 12 month reporting

period. The expected number of study hours for

each programme will be composed of two element:. :

- The first element will be the number of hours

of instruction. In the case of programmes

given by TV or Radio, it will be the number of

broadcast hours (excluding repeat broadcasts of

the same programme).

- The second element is the expected number of

study hours. This may be insignificant with

respect to residential courses or class/study

groups. It is sometimes an important element in

programmes given by TV or Radio, and is

particularly relevant to correspondence programmes.

- Enter for each programme the total number of

enrolled students of both sexes.

- Enter for each programme the number of women

included in the total entered in Column 6.

Enter an estimate of the average attendance or

participation for each propramme durinp the 12 month

reporting period.

39
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4 and 5

4

5

6

7

8
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Boxes 9 to 11 of Form A

Form A
Box Numbers

A20. - Check (X) only one mode of education. 9

If different modes are used for different programmes,

use separate forms for each mode. The following

guidelines are proposed for determining the mode in

difficult cases : in residential courses and class/

study groups instruction is given in face-to-face

meetings of teachers and students ; a residential

course is one where it is expected that most

students will have to move to accommodation close

to the place where the course is heinp held :

radio and television courses will ofte:i involve

correspondence concerning registration and the

delivery of books or other teachin material ;

correspondence courses may involve periodic

meetings with teachers, but most learning will take

place in the home with material supplied by mail ;

the category of "multi-media" is provided for cases

where two or more of the above-mentioned modes

are combined to such a degree that no one mode

can adequately describe the propramme.

- Enter the total number of teaching staff 10

employed either full- or part-time for all the

programmes listed in columns 1 to 8. Count only

once teachers who run more than one propramme.

- Enter the total number of classroom or teachillE 11

hours for all the programmes listed in columns

to 8. there programmes are riven by Tv or Padio, et

enter the total number of broadcast hours for the

12 month reportinp period.

Boxes 12 to 17 (Part II of Form A)

A21. Financial data : boxes (12) to (17) z.re for report inst

the non-capital funds provided for formal adult

education propranries. 40
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- Total operating income. Enter in Box (17) the

total operating funds provided from all sources

for formal adult education programmes given during

the period for which data are being reported.

This total should now be broken down by source and

entered in Boxes (12) to (16).

- Student fees. Enter the total amount of

operating income derived from student fees.

- Nun-governmental national or local sources. Enter

that part of operating income which was provided by

non-governmental national or local bodies (private

funds from individuals, grants from industry, trade

unions or parent adult education association, etc.).

Do not include student fees, which are to be

reported separately in Box (12).

- National, Local and Pegional Coffernment sources.

Enter that part of operating income which was

provided out of public funds by national, local or

regional governments.

National Government sources only. Enter that part

of the figure entered in Box (14) which was provided

by national ministries or agencies.

- International and Foreign sources. Enter that

part of operating income which came from foreign

or international sources, both governmental and non-

governmental.

Form A
Box Numbers

17

12

13

14

15

16

Note to Parent Agencies

A22. Local units of parent agencies might not have access to data

for boxes 13 to 17, if funding is lar,,elv administered by the

parent agency. It is therefore important for parent agencies to

review Part II of Form A as completed by their local units, and to

ensure that the financial support administered b'' the parent agency

is correctlY reported. An extra copy of Eon., A should therefore be

submitted parent agencies to complete the financial data for the

arenc: and its local units.
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FIELD AND PROGRAMMES CODES

APPENDIX I I

:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-

Field Code Field of Study Programme Sub- Programme
division (if applicable) Code

01

04

08

08

General Education

Elementary Education with

some vocational emphasis

Literacy

do -

-

Simple literacy

00

00

00

11

08 - do - Functional literacy 21

14 Education Science and For work in adult education 16

Teacher Training ('formal' and 'non- 'formal')

14 do Other 99

18 Pine and applied arts Visual and plastic 10

18 - do - Handicrafts 12

18 - do - music 22

18 do - Drama 32

18 do - Other 99

22 Humanities - 00

22 - do "Foreign" or second language 15

22 - do - "Dead" languages and their

literature

21

22 - do - History 51

22 - do - Archaeology 61

22 do - Other 99

2h Religion and Theology 00

30 Social and Behavioural Economics 12

Sciences

30 - do Political Science 22

30 - Sociology 32

- do Psychology 52

io - clo Geography 62

10 other 99

A [his is an al,hri.viated alai the central statistics' -ffice of each country should
ovwpare it i t h the full list in !SCE!) Conf.Ref.1 and mak. appropriate changes in vim,

or OP types of nrogrammes that are nrevalent.
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Code Field of Study Programme Sub-
division (if applicatle)

Programme
Code

34 Commerce, clerical,

business and public

administration

34 -do--

34 - do -

34 - do -

38 Law and jurisprudence

42 Natural Sciences Biology

42 - do - Geology

42 - do - Physics

42 - do - Astronomy

Secretarial skills

Clerical skills

Personnel Administratior

Other

42 - do -

46 Mathematics and computer

science

46 - do -

46 - do -

other

=F.

Mathematics

Computer science

04

08

38

99

00

02

22

32

42

99

00

01

41

50 Medicine and para-medicine Nursing and other auxiliary 18

50 - do - Other 99

54 Engineering - oor

58 Architecture and Town Architecture 10

Planning

58 - do - Community planning 22

58 do - Other 99

62 Agriculture, forestry and A3riculture 02

fisheries

62 - do - Fo.-estry & forest products 62

trchnology
62 - do - Fisheries 72

66 Home Economics Dressmaking and needlecrafts 04

(Domestic Science)

66 - do - Cookery and Nutrition 12

66 - do - Child care{ and family plimning 22

43 and we!fare

66 - do - Other 99
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al OM

I r

Programme Sub-

Field Code Field of Study division (if applicable)

Programme

Code

70 Transport and Communication

74 Trade, Craft and Industrial

78 Service trades

80 Handicapped, special prograrmes

for

99 other education not definable

by level

00

00

00

no

Sport and physical education 62

4.1


